St Mary’s School would like to thank you for your support and wish you all the best with your football tipping in the 2016 season. The monies raised will assist the school in purchasing teacher and student resources, sport and technology equipment. The Rules and Regulations of the Competition are listed below.

Prizes
1. A weekly prize of $50 will be awarded to the player who selects the most winning teams in each weekly AFL round and has the closest winning margin in the nominated game i.e. the first game played in each round. In case of disputes see Point 7 in the Rules.
2. The number of correct winning teams and tally of closest winning margins selected throughout the season, not including the finals, by each player will be accumulated. The player with the highest number of winning teams will win $800. The player who selects the 2nd highest number of winning teams at the end of the home and away AFL season will win $300. The player who selects the 3rd highest number of winning teams at the end of the home and away AFL season will win $100. In the event of multiple first place winners 1st and 2nd place will be cumulated and divided between the 1st place winners and 2nd place will be award $100.
3. The cost per registration is $50. If payment has not been received by 23/03/2016 you will be deleted from the competition.

Rules
1. Each tipper must submit their tip before the bounce down of each game. Should a tipper not have access to the internet or experience an issue with the website, tips can be forwarded to the administrator at stmarysfootytipping@hotmail.com no later than the start of the round. It is recommended in the settings, my preferences section of the St Marys Footy Tipping competition YES is selected to ‘allow the admin to edit/enter my tips’, to ensure you are covered should this instance occur.
2. Tippers who do not enter tips for an entire round will be allocated the default score. The default score is the lowest score minus 1. Tippers allocated the default score will never score below 0.
3. Tippers who are not confident with online submission have the opportunity to be adopted by a St Mary’s School community member. Tips must be provided to your adoptive tipper before 12.00pm of the first day of each round.
4. The Weekly Prize: The player who has selected the highest number of winning teams will win the weekly prize of $50. If two or more players have selected the same number of correct winning teams, the player closest to the winning margin will determine the winner. If any of these players have the same winning margin, the weekly prize of $50 will be divided evenly.
5. The weekly-winning players will be notified by email or telephone, and will receive a cheque for the amount of their prize.
6. The weekly winner will be advertised in the school’s fortnightly newsletter and on the school’s website http://smsn.wa.edu.au
7. All disputes may be forwarded in writing to St Mary’s School PO Box 138, Northampton WA 6535. The football tipping committee will discuss the issue and make a decision. The players will be notified of their decision, THE FOOTBALL TIPPING COMMITTEE’S DECISION WILL BE FINAL AND NO FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE WILL BE ENTERED INTO. Any disputes MUST be submitted within seven days of results of the disputed round being published.

Please note if you were a part of our 2015 footy tipping competition and did not tip online, a membership was created on your behalf by our tipping administration. If you would like to utilise this membership please email stmarysfootytipping@hotmail.com and your login details will be forwarded to you.